FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
Finally as to England. She is assuredly implicated in these
incessant struggles. According to the Pravda (isth of August,
1933), she was considering the creation of a great Tibetan
empire with Sinkiang and Szechwan as dependencies. And I
remember that when I was in Peking, a German who
claimed to be well informed said to me that Lawrence of
Arabia supported the Emir of Khotan, as it would be to
Great Britain's interest to have a Moslem republic under its
protection to the north of Tibet.
But it would scarcely be possible for London effectively to
aid military operations in a country separated from India by
six hundred miles of trails that wind over the Himalayas at
crazy altitudes—some forty-five days' march, that is to say—
through a country where no supplies are obtainable. Besides,
there was the Tibetan question and because of it England
wanted at all costs to maintain her existing friendly relations
with China. And even if Moscow were all-powerful at
Kashgar, how should India be affected? The barrier of the
Himalayas would prevent even the idea of an invasion of
India being entertained, and so far as propagandists were
concerned, it was easy enough to discover them, since they
would have to use one of the two or three tracks which are
the only ways by which they could reach Kashmir.
It is, of course, true that there have always been Indian
traders in Sinkiang, and through the Consul-General at
Kashgar England tries, to the best of her ability, to protect
the rights of these five or six hundred of her subjects. Their
private trade must now inevitably decline, since Russian
enterprises are organized by the State and facilitated by the
proximity of the Turksib railway. Yet there is still a demand
in the markets for English muslins and for the beautiful
woollen goods of England, though they are very expensive.
Indeed, the expenses of transport are already a difficult
problem and, in addition, the authorities impose ever heavier
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